Fuel pump 97 chevy blazer

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of chevy s10 fuel pump wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of
the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power as well as signal connections in between
the tools. A wiring diagram typically gives details regarding the relative placement and also plan
of gadgets and terminals on the devices, to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial
representation would certainly show a lot more information of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic notation to highlight affiliations
over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently made use of to troubleshoot problems
and to earn sure that the links have actually been made as well as that everything exists. Variety
of chevy s10 fuel pump wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A very first appearance at a circuit layout could be
confusing, yet if you could check out a train map, you can review schematics. The function is
the exact same: obtaining from point A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the path that enables
electrical energy to flow. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the stress or pressure of
electrical power. This is usually supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electrical
energy, the electrical outlets in your house run at V. Electrical outlets in various other countries
run at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when taking a trip. Current:
Current is the flow of electrical power, or even more specifically, the circulation of electrons. It
is measured in Amperes Amps , and also can only stream when a voltage supply is connected.
Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how easily electrons can move via
a material. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently enable
flow of motion reduced resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are examples of insulators, preventing
the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Present. DC is a constant circulation of
current in one direction. DC could stream not just via conductors, yet semi-conductors,
insulators, as well as a vacuum. Air Conditioning Rotating Existing. The frequency of Air
Conditioning is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is commonly 60 Hz for electrical energy in
domestic as well as business objectives. Now s the enjoyable things. Finishing an electric
design level and afterwards obtaining a task in the field implies you will certainly see a whole lot
a lot a whole lot of these schematics. It s important to recognize precisely what is happening
with these. While they can as well as will obtain extremely complex, these are simply a few of
the common graphics to obtain your footing on. Whenever you identify your particular field of
electric design, you might see much more intricate representations and also icons. You ll find
out additionally that various countries make use of various symbols. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. January Pump not working Replaced the pump, lasted two weeks.
Tried starting it everyday for one week No humm. Seventh day it started, why I have no clue.
Checked the ground GOOD , which is on the frame in the middle, remove spare to find it. Put a
paper clip in the plug, from behind while plugged in the pump, so it made a better connection.
Push the clip from behind. Now no problems. I'm no mechanic, but I hope this helps if u run into
anymore problems. Along with my fuel pump which if u havent checked ebay pretty reasonable I
had the ignition switch modulator changed. Did a little research online, found it to be common
problem with these cars. Hope this helps. February Is replacing the fuel regulator on a blazer
the same as on a or ? May Most of the through parts are different from the - up Blazer parts. You
will need to know the manufacturer of the part and their part number. I use AC Delco parts when
they are available and the website will sometimes give you a cross-reference from the
aftermarket part to the original or replacement GM part number. You can find parts cheaper that
those sold by Rock Auto Parts. I only use their website when I want a photo of the part or a part
number. Sometimes the photo may be a generic photo so don't consider the photo as as
absolute. June July My 95 Blazer will start just fine and after running for sometime she won't
accept fuel and lose power under strain like up hill. If she dies I just restart and she runs fine for
awhile longer. I also believe that my fuel pump is singing way to loud. Like straining. Could this
be a vent problem? It seems like once everything is heated up is when I have the problem. On
cool days it just take longer for the problem to occur. Nor does the check engine light come on
and nothing ever shows up on the comptuer. I am lost for ideas and so are the mechs can you
help? I had the same problem with my 97 blazer. It only did that when it was hot as well, now it
won't even work. I was told it was the fuel pump. We just changed it, fuel filter and relay as well
and the new pump wont even turn on I'm stumped I was driving down the interstate when the
blazer just seemed to loose its power. I would give it gas but then seemed to act like it was
getting too much. It eventually came to a stop. When starting off again it was fine for a couple
miles and then just shut off completely. It would start up, but if i gave it any gas would quit. I
was able to drive it home after it cooled just thought maybe got to hot. But a few days later it

would do it more frequently until now. It is just parked. We replaced the fuel pump, filter and
relay but the new pump won't even work. Battery is completely dead so have to charge it up The
companies that make and sell electric in-tank fuel pumps recommend that you also replace the
fuel pump wiring harness as well as the filter. Some companies even recommend cleaning the
fuel tank or replacing it entirely with a new one. Something caused the fuel pump to fail! They
do that in order to prevent customers from thinking the new fuel pumps are defective when they
don't work. My late father built and raced jalopys from to He gave me some good advice on car
repair jobs that are difficult to do. He said I had the same problem. This throws everything off
when it is malfunctioned. August I had a mecanic install a fuel pump it lasted 1 month ,now the
car dies but it will start for a short time if I pour gas down the intake , if I let the car set for hrs it
runs again for miles, :confuse: this was an aftermarket pump ,I have changed the relay under
the hood on the drivers side. Iam still having the same problem after changing the relay I am
going to check the conection at the tank does anyone have any suggestion. September My son
has a 97 blazer that started to intermittantly die and fail to restart. The next morning, all would
be fine. After 30 days, finally quit at the shop, they said to replace the fuel pump. All good for 60
days, then same problem over again. Once again, the shop said the pump was bad. Again,new
fuel pump, all connections at the pump looked "like new", it ran a week, and now, the problem is
back. Sometimes it will start and idle, but put it in gear auto tranny , and it will die. Great car
when it runs. Replace the fuel filter located on the driver's side frame. That is usually done
routinely as part of a major tune up. When a in-tank fuel pump is replaced, the in-tank wiring
harness and screen should also be replaced or the new fuel pump will fail just like the previous
fuel pump and for the same reasons. The wiring harness is included with the better quality fuel
pump kits. Otherwise you must by the harness and screen separately. Sometimes, the fuel tank
must be cleaned inside or replaced. Has your Blazer ever run out of gas? Never run a Blazer fuel
tank extremely low on fuel or run out of fuel. That unloads the fuel pump and it has been known
to ruin them.. Both fuel pumps have had a new harness and screen. The tank appeared clean
when changing the second pump, but we drained and wiped out the tank anyway. Fuel filter was
changed prior to the first pump change, although gas would run freely through it. I just went out
and started the Blazer and drove it around our one acre, now it seems to work fine, could the
fuel pressure regulator be intermittantly faulty? My son and I appreciate your help. Yes, the fuel
pressure regulator could be faulty. October Replaced spark plugs and wires. Replaced fuel
pump relay both of them. Replaced fuel filter. Car will crank but will not start. If I spray in some
carb cleaner, car will "run" until carb cleaner burns off. How do I know if the fuel pump is bad?
What do I listen for? Can I remove the line to the fuel filter and see if gas is moving through the
line? A mechanic told me to hit its location with a hammer, but how is this done since it is in
gas tank? And, I don't know where in the tank it is to hit the location properly. Any help would
be greatly appreciated. The so-called mechanic who told you to "hit it with a hammer" was
joking. Mechanics are not going to tell you how to fix something because finding the problem
and fixing it is what they do for a living. A good ASE trained mechanic will know how to use fuel
pressure guages and will use them to guage to test the out-put pressure of an electric fuel
pump. They also can use a TBI fuel injection solenoid harness tester to find electrical or fuel
system malfunctions. If the fuel pump tests good, the TBI pressure regulator may be bad. Part
no. Find a ASE trained mechanic with the proper equipment. That will be expensive but not as
expensive as replacing parts until you find the problem. Local independently owned mechanics
cannot afford expensive test equipment, even if they knew how to use it. All those guys can do
is keep replacing parts untill they finally find the problem A good mechanic with the proper
tools can go directly to the problem and fix it. November Excessive parts and labor cost is
usually the reason we do thing ourselves. The fuel pump is located inside the fuel tank and it is
at least a 4 hour job if you have all the parts and the tools. No special tools are required. If you
buy the parts and do the work yourself, it will cost: Pump I would assume you are just going to
buy a new pump. The first thing you will need to do is get the fuel out of your tank, but you cant
do it from the fill cap alone. Drop them down as far as you can go without taking them off. Next,
access your tank through the rear wheel well, remove the fill hose from the fuel tank and open
up your nifty walmart siphon pump. Depending upon your level of gas, you might need a couple
5 gal cans. Remove the gas from your tank. Next, while your tank is lowered, remove the
breather tube from the top front of the tank, its a tight squeeze and theres a spring clamp
around it but you can usually just pullit off with a good tug by hand. After you do that, you will
need to remove the fuel lines from your pump. Break open those new fuel line remover sleeves
you bought and go back to the back under the blazer. Find the sleeve that fits around the
adapters on your pump and slide the sleeve where it couples with the fuel line, there is a ring in
that coupler where you need to slide the sleeve under to unlock it from the pump. The middle
one may be tricky so either modify your sleeve, or I just broke the center plastic piece off my

pump because it was garbage anyways. Remove the wiring harness on the pump. So now, You
should have fuel siphoned out, breather tube disconnected, and your fuel lines removed from
the fuel pump. For easier acessability you could also drive your entire driver side up on car
ramps, I just jacked up the back but its up to you. Now, lay under the fuel tank and remove the
bolds the rest of the way, taking not how the brackets lock back into the chassis. Remove the
lock ring for the fuel pump. There should be a tab on the tank that holds the ring in place, if the
ring is rusty, or doesn't want to spin, use a hammer and a screwdriver in one of the slots and
tap it out. Your pump will only fit in there one way because there is a notch. Break out the NEW
O-ring and cover it with the lube that comes with it. Put it on the pump and and insert the pump
back into the tank. Don't force it in the tank. Your O-ring may not be seated properly and you
want to avoid shearing pieces off if you pinch it. To install just do the steps backwards. Put the
tank back on the brackets and get the threads started. Attach your breather tube on the top of
tank. Install your fuel lines and electrical back on pump. Did you remember the order? Re-attach
your fill hose 5. Tighten your bolts on your mounting bands I did it twice on mine, first one was
a bad pump, but I would estimate the time on this to be an 1hr to 1. Actually, I didnt say "Hit it
with a hammer. It looked by his post that he was looking to attempt it at home, which anyone
can do. It had gone out about 3 years ago. Anyway, they replaced it but then had problems with
power getting to the pump. They have narrowed it down to the underhood fuse block, saying
that there is a short in there somewhere. They have tried to replace the fuse block twice with 98
blazer fuse blocks but the ones they found will not work. They are missing a pin or something.
What the heck???????? Can anyone offer any help other than finding a new mechanic. Seven
Weeks???!!! Get a tow truck and save your Blazer. The guy is not a mechanic, he's a half-wit
parts swapper who doesn't know what he is doing! No kidding. There is NO excuse for a vehicle
to be in the shop that long. If it's not done today, I am calling a tow truck tomorrow. Should have
done that 4 weeks ago!!! If a shop keeps your vehicle for a longer period of time than seems
normal, they are usually hiding something. I have never found an automobile repair shop that
would tell a customer they don't know how to fix a problem. For example: Any one armed blind
man can replace a ABS control unit on a Blazer with 4WAL brakes but none of them will tell you
they don't know how to bleed it. Don't let the ASE Certified symbol or shoulder patch that all
auto mechanics wear fool you, it means absolutly nothing. It is just a "come-on" to get your
business. Learn how to do the auto repair work yourself Tell me about it. They tried two
different fuse boxes, and no fit. You would think that after the first one not working they would
have known what they were looking for the second time. These guys do not know what they are
doing. I agree and will learn how to do more of this stuff myself. Thank you for the step by step
it made it a lot easier its done runs good Thanks. Im a novice myself! December If you turn the
key and dont hear a whizzing sound, then your fuel pump is most likely out. Where there any
recalls on this vehicle and is there still time to get them repaired from any chevy dealer? I would
appreciate a response via my email address That tends to defeat the purpose of Forum. Best to
keep the conversation here so everyone benefits. Well I still have yet recieved an answer to
what is wrong with the vehilce, My husband has changed the fuel pump, wiring harness, spark
plugs and rotary cup but it still won't start, could it be the emissions ar the computer in the
vehicle? You may want to take a look at A Quick Guide to Recalls. March My '94 Blazer Tahoe
4x4 is still running, but I noticed today that the fuel pump sound is not turning itself off once I've
started the engine. Is this a warning that I'll be needing an expensive fuel pump change or is
there something I can do now that would save me big bucks? April I have a s10 blazer, 2 wheel
drive 2 door. What other year fuel pumps will fit? Only the two door fuel pump will fit, not the
four door. The different sources show conflicting information on year interchanges. Some show
, others show This may be one of those times where you will need to get the part number off the
pump module. From what I can discern, the break point is and later because of the fuel tank
itself. I really wish I done my home work! I had to put ball joints on a blazer my sister
bought,pain in the [non-permissible content removed] but got it done. Now the damn thing wont
start. The fuel pumps not priming up checked fuse,relay in engine compartment seem to be fine.
I do not believe Im getting power to the pump, but the sending unit is still working. Any ideas
would be great,the truck has security sys. I had this happen and the only thing that happened
was it would just keep turning and turning but wouldnt start. Do you have a check engine light
on? You should be able to rent a computer from your local auto parts store. Granted they arent
the most sophisticated like the mechanic's, but it will get you in the ball park. You could always
start out by changing the fuel filter under driver side on the inward side of the chassis and if
that dont work then may be the pump. I would recommend getting an OEM pump as I have went
through 2 auto store pumps in a year and a half, so that would equal the cost of a factory pump
anyways. Good luck. Search the pages in this article as I posted a detailed walkthrough on how
to change a fuel pump out yourself. It only takes a couple hours with the right tools. You can

buy the cheaper pump but remember A mechanic can do a complete change in an hour but they
have a set time in a book that it should take to change it. The fuel pump is located inside the gas
tank. The gas tank must be emptied, removed and cleaned before replacing the fuel pump. The
fuel pump assembly, fuel pump wiring harness and screen should be replaced. Some fuel
pumps include the wiring harness but the screen must be purchased separately. It is
recommended that the in-line fuel filter be replaced every 10, miles because if it is restricted it
can place an unecessary strain on the fuel pump which will lead to a early failure. The rumor is
that a fuel tank that is nearly empty all the time can overheat and damage a fuel pump. It is a job
that I would not want to do and I have heard from others who have replaced the fuel pump
themselves and they said they would not want to do it again. For a person that is unfamiliar with
the job, it will take at least 4 to 6 hours. Alright, I just had a 3rd fuel pump put in my 98 Blazer.
Last one lasted 7 months, and at that time I had the underhood fuseblock replaced as well.
Anyway, got the blazer home and the next day, it would not start. I can not hear the very distinct
sound of the pump coming on, so I am assuming there is a short somewhere. The pigtail was
replaced, relay replaced, filter replaced, all the usual stuff checked. My mechanic is stumped. I
am wondering if it is the ignition, spider, or computer. I have no security system to mess things
up, so thats out. Any ideas? I do have a couple of ideas. I have a 97 chevy blazer with some of
the same problems you've had. From my experience the buzzing noise that I heard was the fuel
pump. When I had it replaced the mechanic said the fuel pump wasn't placed properly and thats
where the buzzing noise came from. He said you shouldn't here the pump coming on. As far as
the intermittent starting try to check the ignition module. I had mine replaced almost a year ago
and I haven't had any problems since. Thanks nicsand. I have been wondering if it was the
ignition module myself. But, the million dollar question is Like I said, this is the 3rd pump I have
put in. These last 2 pumps were ac delco and this one was under warranty. Sign In or Register
to comment. In this article, I'm gonna' show you the most effective way to test the fuel pump on
GM 4. I've also included how to check a no fuel condition with starting fluid although this is not
the most effective way to test the fuel pump. It's been my experience that misdiagnosing a bad
fuel pump is a common occurrence on the 4. When this happens, you're able to spray starting
fluid or carb spray down the engine and it'll start and run once you turn it off, you have to spray
again to get it started. Yes, let me repeat that one more time: As crazy as this sounds, the fuel
pump will deliver enough fuel to keep the engine running, but not enough to start it when you're
cranking the engine and this makes a lot of folks think that the problem lies anywhere else but
in the fuel pump! Owning a fuel pressure gauge is now becoming a must. All vehicles now use
an electrical fuel pump to deliver fuel under high pressure to the fuel injectors and the best way
to diagnose this fuel pump is with a fuel pressure gauge. In all of the GM 4. The price difference
depends on what type of fuel pressure gauge set you buy, this means either buying a
non-professional technician grade tool or a professional technician grade tool. Whichever one
you buy, it's an investment that will pay for itself many times over. Your local Parts House will
have a fuel pressure gauge set to sell you, although you'll pay more for it and it won't be a
professional grade tool if that's what you're looking for. In the next paragraphs I'll explain why.
Why do I know this is a good tool? Well, I own one I also have a professional level grade fuel
pressure gauge set and I have used it in a regular manner and I can tell you that it works. The
only things I don't like about it is 1. No molded case to put the fuel pressure gauge and the
fittings that go with it and 2. You can't buy the fittings, that you may lose or break, separately.
But for the price, it's a great deal. You'll be able to test most of the GM vehicles, most Ford
vehicles, among several makes. Although this is not that important if you're only worried about
testing your GM vehicle. So, if you work on cars for a living and you work on a variety of Makes
and Models, this is the fuel pressure gauge set that you need to have in your tool box. Since
this fuel pressure gauge set is a professional grade technician tool, you can buy most of the
components, that make up the set, separately. This comes in handy, because you're able to buy
whatever fitting you lose or gets damaged. Also, and probably the last consideration, is that this
is an OTC tool, and OTC has been around for a long, long time and makes a ton of automotive
specialty tools known for quality. The fuel system in your 4. Anything less and it will crank for
ever before it starts or not start at all. So, the very first thing you need to do is to verify that the
fuel pump is delivering at least 50 PSI of fuel pressure while the engine is cranking. Yes, while
the engine is cranking. This is where you'll connect your fuel pressure gauge the first photo, in
the image viewer, is of a 4. Connect your fuel pressure gauge to the Schrader valve. Before you
install the fuel pressure gauge, place some rags around it and underneath the fuel line in case
some fuel spills out when you connect the gauge to it. Pressurize the fuel system by activating
the fuel pump. You can do this by simply turning the Key On and Off several times. Once the
fuel pressure gauge registers pressure, check for fuel leaks around the Schrader valve. It's very
important that NO fuel leaks are present for the accuracy of the test. Once you have verified no

fuel leaks, continue to the next step. Have your assistant crank the engine as you eyeball the
fuel pressure gauge. It's important that you have someone else crank the vehicle so that you
can eye-ball the fuel pressure gauge. You'll get one of two results with this test: 1. The fuel
pressure gauge will register at least 50 PSI and the engine will start or. This means that the fuel
pump on your 4. The next step is to observe the fuel pressure gauge's needle after your helper
stopped cranking the engine. The needle should descend to about 40 to 45 PSI and stay there
for at least 4 to 5 minutes. If the needle DOES NOT stay at this fuel pressure more specifically: if
the needle drops to 0 PSI immediately -by immediately I mean within the first 15 seconds , you
have either the fuel pressure regulator or a fuel injector leaking fuel inside the plastic intake
plenum. This means that the fuel pump is bad, even if you spray starting fluid down the throttle
body and your vehicle Starts. If the engine does not get at least 50 PSI when cranking, it won't
start and is the surest indicator that the fuel pump will go completely bad in short. If in your
case the gauge read 45 to 49 PSI, the engine will eventually start after several attempts as the
fuel starts to accumulate on the Pistons or if you spray starting fluid or carb spray into the
intake. If the fuel pressure reading was 0 PSI, then the fuel pump is probably fried. Well, you still
need to make sure: 1. That the fuel pump fuse and relay are OK. That you have enough fuel in
the tank don't laugh, it happens. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Chevrolet
Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! It'll also show you how to
bench test the fuel pump relay in a step-by-step way to find out if it's defective or not. It's very
important that you start off your fuel pump relay diagnostic by first testing the fuel pump
pressure with a fuel pressure test gauge. If the fuel pump relay is activating the fuel pump, then
it'll register about PSI even if the engine does not start. If you do see any fuel pressure below 50
PSI, the fuel pump although working, is not creating enough pressure to start the engine and is
defective. If you don't have a fuel pressure test gauge, you can borrow one from your local auto
parts store like AutoZone, O'Reilly Auto Parts, etc for a small deposit that you'll get back when
you return it. Don't worry, once you arrive on the site, they'll make sure it fits! If it doesn't, they'll
find you the right one. The easiest and fastest way to find out if the fuel pump relay is bad is to
swap it out with another. The awesome thing is that you don't have to run out and buy another,
since you can swap it out with the AC relay. Locate the fuel pump and AC compressor relays in
the under-hood fuse and relay box. Swap the relays. We're using the AC relay because it won't
affect any other system when trying to crank up the engine. Have a helper crank the engine. The
fuel pressure test gauge should show PSI and the engine should start if the previous relay was
defective. This test result confirms that the fuel pump relay is defective and needs to be
replaced. This could mean that the fuel pump relay is not the problem behind the no-start
condition but to be sure, I suggest going on to the next test step: Making Sure The Fuel Pump
Relay Has Power. All Tutorials: 4. Outside the gilded cage This material may not be reproduced
without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Thank you for being a valued part of the
CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are in read-only format. We are grateful for
the participation and advice you have provided to one another over the years. I have replaced it
a couple of times already. It might be a problem with the voltage reaching the pump. What is the
correct voltage? How do I correct that? Would a wire directly from the batery to the pump help?
Thanks for any help coming this way. A friend had that issue. There were not happy when a
good mechanic replaced a gas filter and it was cured. Hi Bob, Thanks for sharing. I have ruled
that posiblity because some time ago I replaced the fuel filter for a new one. I've also have
terrible experiences with failing fuel pumps for my Chevy Blazer. In the last 8 months I've had to
return about 4 units back to the part suppliers. Is it possible that these pumps are defective ab
initio from the manufacturers? May be due to long storage periods? It just cant be a problem
with the electrical system or the filter. Fully ASE certified mechanic You are probably
purchasing an Airtex masters pump I doubt you have found a Delphi but Anyways with the new
fuel pump they will supply you with a new wiring harness that will attach to the pump you must
replace this, it is the 1 reason for Gm fuel pump failure. And also replace the fuel filter there are
no other reasons why a fuel pump would just fail , if you have any more questions on the proper
installation procedures contact the vendor of the fuel pump you purchased they will pretty
much tell you the exact same thing I have stated here. Hes right in that the Delphi pump is
definately better for GM applications but any aftermarket pump should do for a while if you have

it installed right. You might not want to do it yourself to be honest, it seems like there are some
issues your having just saying there are experience issues where a professional tech isn't
going to have these problems usually. If your going to go it alone you need to be really careful
when approaching the wiring harness. Electrical work is one of the most dangerous areas in
repairs other than crawling under a lifted vehicle, you can get seriously hurt. Its best to have the
battery cable disconnected and ground the current properly. I took a training course for the
electrical work which is part of the repairsurge software, it has the US Navy's electrical training
modules of which there is 24 of them. I would suggest it just for the safety aspect because you
really dont want to get in over your head with this stuff. There are many other courses you
could get so take your pick but definately do your research before you start messing with the
wiring harness. Ok yeah I'll give you that Electrical work can be tricky and quite dangerous at
times. And yes do disconnect your negative battery cable while doing this but the fuel pump
system does not get power until the key is entered into the ignition. And no you are not going to
be getting into a rats nest of wires there are four wires and the new harness wires are the exact
same color so if you can match colors then you can pretty much figure it out. Yeah I also would
not suggest doing this if you have no automobile knowledge then you should just step away
from the vehicle before you cause more damage or hurt yourself. I was told to buy a delphi fuel
pump if I was going to replace it myself but I am not sure exactly what to buy Do I need to
purchase anything else? We were told it was for sure the fuel pump on my 97 Chevy Blazer Hate
to sound like a cliche but Im just a girl and although I know some, Im not for sure on this one.
Thank you for your help! And if you hold the two pumps up side by side, The only way to tell the
Delphi pump from the other pump is to look at the name Delphi on a sticker that is stuck on the
pump, Yes I will use the cheap one for sure, And I know of people that has used these pumps
and there still going strong after 3 years and one other even longer. I will add this here also,
Only because I have read in other places the wrong info, The fuel pump fuse on a jimmy is in the
fuse box located on the drivers side of the dash board end, The fuel pump fuse is marked ECM
Batt and the fuel pump relay is in the glove box, There is three relays in there it is the first one
closer to the drivers side, So sitting in the passenger seat it will be the first relay on your left
Also the cheap fuel pumps comes with a new wiring harness The main cause of the Delphi
pumps failing to start with Buy the one you think will do the job, I will take my chances with the
cheap one. Discussion is locked. Just sharing Fuel pump problems and failure. You have no
Idea What your talking about. Fuel pump GMC Jimmy. I have a 97 blazer n just installed the 2nd
pump but i have no poewr to the pump. Back to Auto Repair - Roadshow forum. CNET Forums.
Operating Systems. General Help. Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums.
Comic Vine. Giant Bomb. The fuel pump on your Chevrolet Blazer, located inside the tank, uses
high pressure to deliver fuel to the fuel injection system. You can easily replace this particular
fuel pump because the pump, sending unit and strainer are all contained within one system. The
first sign that your fuel pump may need replacing occurs when your Blazer begins to slow down
and sputter significantly with a full tank. If the condition does not improve after you first change
your fuel filter, you must replace your fuel pump. Open the hood, open the fuse panel located
under the hood and remove the fuse for the fuel pump using your hands. See your owner's
manual for the exact location of this particular fuse. Depressurize the fuel system by starting
the truck and letting it run until it dies, then reinsert the fuse. Raise the truck with a jack, place
jack stands under the frame rails at the rear of the truck and lower the jack until the truck rests
on the jack stands. Remove the nut from the spare tire rack beneath the truck using a ratchet
and socket, and remove the spare tire. Place a jack beneath the fuel tank, and raise the jack until
it sits flush with the bottom of the tank. Unbolt the holding straps from the tank using a ratchet
and socket. Check to ensure the jack is holding the tank securely. Remove the wiring
connections on the upper side of the tank by lifting each wire tab with your hands and pulling it
away from its connector. Remove the fuel lines by following the same procedure. Unscrew the
hose clamp from the fill hose at the back of the tank with a screwdriver, and pull it off with your
hands. Lower the tank with the jack, and gently slide the tank from under the truck. Loosen the
retainer ring from the top of the tank by gently tapping it with a hammer and punch in a
counterclockwise fashion. Remove the O-ring in the retaining ring. Replace it with a new O-ring,
which should have come with your new fuel pump assembly kit. Secure the fuel pump assembly
by tapping the the retaining ring with a hammer and punch in a clockwise fashion until tight. Put
the tank back on the jack, slide the jack under the truck and lift the tank with the jack to just a
few inches from the top. Reconnect the wires and fuel lines by pushing their individual
connectors together with your hands. Reconnect the fill hose to the back of the tank, and
tighten the hose clamp with a screwdriver. Raise the tank to the top with the jack, and reinsert
and screw in the holding straps with a screwdriver. Raise the rear of the truck with the jack,
remove the jack stands and lower the truck with the jack. Eric W. Thompson began his writing

career in and is now a member of the All-USA Academic Team, having been featured in "USA
Today" as one of the top 20 community college students in the country. He is currently taking a
break from earning an undergraduate degree in contemplative psychology at Naropa University.
Step 1 Open the hood, open the fuse panel located under the hood and remove the fuse for the
fuel pump using your hands. Step 2 Depressurize the fuel system by starting the truck and
letting it run until it dies, then reinsert the fuse. Step 3 Disconnect the battery using a ratchet
and socket. Step 4 Siphon the gas from the tank using a siphoning kit. Step 5 Raise the truck
with a jack, place jack stands under the frame rails at the rear of the truck and lower the jack
until the truck rests on the jack stands. Step 6 Remove the nut from the spare tire rack beneath
the truck using a ratchet and socket, and remove the spare tire. Step 7 Place a jack beneath the
fuel tank, and raise the jack until it sits flush with the bottom of the tank. Step 8 Unbolt the
holding straps from the tank using a ratchet and socket. Step 9 Remove the wiring connections
on the upper side of the tank by lifting each wire tab with your hands and pulling it away from
its connector. Step 10 Unscrew the hose clamp from the fill hose at the back of the tank with a
screwdriver, and pull it off with your hands. Step 11 Lower the tank with the jack, and gently
slide the tank from under the truck. Step 12 Loosen the retainer ring from the top of the tank by
gently tapping it with a hammer and punch in a counterclockwise fashion. Step 13 Reach in and
remove the fuel pump assembly from the tank w
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ith your hands. Step 14 Remove the O-ring in the retaining ring. Step 15 Insert the new fuel
pump assembly into the tank. Step 16 Secure the fuel pump assembly by tapping the the
retaining ring with a hammer and punch in a clockwise fashion until tight. Step 17 Put the tank
back on the jack, slide the jack under the truck and lift the tank with the jack to just a few inches
from the top. Step 18 Reconnect the wires and fuel lines by pushing their individual connectors
together with your hands. Step 19 Reconnect the fill hose to the back of the tank, and tighten
the hose clamp with a screwdriver. Step 20 Raise the tank to the top with the jack, and reinsert
and screw in the holding straps with a screwdriver. Step 21 Raise the rear of the truck with the
jack, remove the jack stands and lower the truck with the jack. Step 22 Refill the gas tank. Step
23 Reconnect the battery. Reconnect the spare tire into the spare tire harness beneath the truck.
References Aa1car: Tutorial on Fuel Pumps.

